
 

 

Professional protection treatment service for furniture, 

carpets, curtains and other surfaces against wet and dry 

dirt 

We offer to keep your furniture and carpets clean and new for longer, protect them 

against dry and wet dirt, and facilitate their cleaning and maintenance. 

We recommend professional surface treatment with the protective agent Softcare 

(Finland), which will be carried out by our specialists. 

Softcare protective product is already a well-known product on the Latvian market and 

one of the most recognized in the world, which is made from high-quality raw materials 

using the latest technology in the Finnish company Soft Protector Ltd. 

Softcare is based on a fluoropolymer and forms a molecular mesh around the fibers 

of the material, protecting it against all kinds of stains and dirt. It is possible to 

process textile, leather, wood, stone surfaces and tile joints/seams.  

 

Advantages with Softcare Protector –surfice protection product for  

treated surfices: 

 

 Repulses dry and wet dirt (water, oil, coffee, wine,…);     

 

 Doesn't allow dirt to suck in material fibers; 

 

 Doesn't change material look, structure, air permeability or color; 

 

 Surface stays clean for a long time so it's not necessary to clean it often; 



 

 The surface is easier to clean and there is no  

need for strong cleaners, doesn’t leave stains; 

 

 Necessary cleaning costs lower by 75%; 

 

 Devoted time for cleaning lowers by 80%; 

 Your furniture will serve at least two times longer; 
 

 Protection is effective at least 1 – 2 – 3  years. It depends on usage intensity. 

 

For more than 30 years, Softcare has proven itself as a high-quality product that 

has been used to protect the interior surfaces against dry and wet dirt for the world's 

cruise ships, airplanes, hotels, restaurants, offices, etc. public institutions and many 

private customers. Softcare surface treatment is intended for furniture, carpets, 

curtains, as well as cars, trailers, yachts, etc. for finishes. 

Call or write, and we will carry out professional surface treatment with a protective 

agent at your facilities or at home at a time convenient for you. You can use light 

colors in the interior without any worries. 

We will gladly help save your time and money, find a solution to your problems 

and keep your property looking new for longer! 

 


